The average cost of a hollywood film runs between 30 and 50 million there
are many reasons for his outlandish expense the currantly popular action
adventure productions is filled with special affects that cost huge amounts of
money in addition most porducers think in terms of bockbuster films instead
of making a number of smaller less expensive films they focus on big
elaborate films that could be smash hits of course blockbuster films require
big stars which ads significantly to the production costs the celery of a top
star such as bruce willis or harrison ford can add 20 milion to the cost of a
majer film the the non stop full throttle promotion of afilm add another
enormous expanse all of the factors have contributed to teh inflated costs of
making and waching movies. Anyone who has bought a movie ticket
recently knows that the consumer pays for these extravagent production

capitol punishment should be abolished of three major reasons first common
sense tells me that two wrongs doesn’t make a right to kill someone
convicted of murder contradicts the reasoning behind the law that taking
another’s life is wrong the state is commiting the same violant dehumanising
act it was condeming second the death penalty is not an affective deterrent
numerous studies show that murder is usually the result of a complex
psychological and sociologial probelm and that most murderers do not
contemplate the consequences of thier acts or if they do any penalty are seen
as a far off possibilities the offense on the other hand brings immediate
gratification the third and most serious objection is that death is final and
cannot be altered errors in deciding guilt of innocence will always be present
in out systim of trial by jury there is too great a risk the innocent people will
be put to death official records show that it has happened in the past for
these reasons I feel capital punishment should be replaced with a system that
puts all doubt on the side of life not death

